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For Toan Nguyen design is a discipline intimately bound up with
the object, in the traditional sense of the term . Priority is given
to physical relationships with users — to them sitting, washing,
lighting, etc. Displaying an im mediate sensefor meaningful uti-
lization, precedence is accorded to intelligible form s and optim i-
zed manufacturing processes,without, however, ever neglecting
thesensuality of materialsand theemotional impact of theobject.
Toan Nguyen’s creative individuality has been acknowledged

by flagship contemporary design brandssuch asViccarbe, Dedon,
Laufen, Bugatti Home, Fendi Casa,Coalesse,Teknion, Studio TK,
District Eight,Vibia,Walter Knoll,Lema,Busnelli,Wendelbo,RH ,
among others, a substantial number of whose creations have been
awarded prestigious international prizes.

Toan Nguyen
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Com fort, assomething universal, could bedefined asthe feeling
that everything isin itsplace. For this reason, geometr y usually
becomes a great tool with which to speak to our audience. In
the case of Penta, we sculpted an armchair with very though-
tful proportions. We designed it with Toan Nguyen'shelp with
the sole purpose of facilitating its understanding, of generating
a kind of connection between everyone who saw it for the first
ti me. However, there are additional factors with which we can
strengthen the link, unexpected details capable of bringing a
smileto anyonewho endsup sitting in thischair.In atotally dis-
creet way,Pentacan incorporatearotating base.Thisisan invisi-
ble detail capableof changing the attitude and interrelationship
between par tners in the same space.

Projectonleft page:Cotonella Offices, Italy.
Architecture: J+SArchitecture &Engineering.
Interior Design:FASEMODUS+StudioAI Milano
Pictures: LeaAnouchinsky

Penta:
thetriumph of
geometry

Armchair designedby Toan Nguyen, 2011
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Composition of Pentalounge chairs
inpurple fabrics
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Projectonthe left: TeuladaMoraira Concert Hall

Projectonthe righ: Cotonella Offices, Italy.
Architecture: J+SArchitecture &Engineering.
Interior Design:FASEMODUS+StudioAI Milano
Pictures: LeaAnouchinsky
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Pentaloungechair inneutral color fabrics


